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Since the initial Galley Planning release in 1996, Paxia has 
been invested in bringing to market airline catering 
management software that not only meets customers’ needs, 
but is also innovated in its approach to simplifying the 
complexities of catering management for airlines. Our expert 
product team works closely with our global customer base to 
continuously improve and enhance Paxia GP to meet the 
changing needs of the airline industry. This ensures that our 
customers are always updated with the latest features to 
support, meet, and solve their needs relevant to their current 
business challenges.

As we continue to invest in product development, our 
fundamental goal has remained the same—ensure that our 
catering management solutions save time, improve efficiency, 
and reduce catering costs.

Onboard services simplified.

Paxia GP Innovations
Enhancement Snapshot

Top 5 Focused Parts
Improve caterer packing / crew 
galley plan awareness and the 
offering to the passengers with 
targeted focus on problem 
items reported as missing 
onboard by Cabin Crew.

ENHANCES
PASSENGER
EXPERIENCE

LOWERS
CATERING
COSTS

DCS Weight and Balance Integration
Ensure the aircraft is operating with the 

optimum balance of catering product required 
through increased catering weight accuracy 

while maximizing freight revenue with any 
unused weight capacity.

Flight Packing Report with QR 
Code
Accurately track and trace carts and 
carriers associated to a flight as they move 
through production and receive final 
preparations and security checks before 
being loaded on the catering truck.

DCS Weight and Balance 
Integration

Remove the need for inflated weight 
calculations that cover worse case 
scenarios through accurate weight 

values calculated using the Galley Load 
Plan inventory of the aircraft and flight on 

the day of operation.

REDUCES

FUEL
BURN

React to an Aircraft Swap
Trigger an adjustment in the 
weight and balance data shared 
with Departure Control when an 
aircraft swap activity is captured 
from airline flight events, ensuring 
accurate flight fueling occurs.

IMPROVES
SPEED TO
MARKET

Virtual Containers
Quickly implement changes 

to Galley Load Plans through 
the reduced number of plans 

required when using Virtual 
Containers.

Exchange Rules &
Impact Analysis
Analyze complex rules and 
exchange scenarios with 
specialized reports that 
improve data validation and 
troubleshooting.

Automatic Container 
Creation
 Accelerate the process for making 
'business as usual' operational 
changes to the onboard inventory 
by the incredibly fast replacement of 
parts within the Galley Load Plans.

Packing Reports
Streamline the business process 

for spot checking the catering 
uplift prior to dispatch to the 
aircraft through the ability to 

configure the packing reports.

Flight Packing Report 
with QR Code
Reduce the incentive for kitchens 
to re-key packing data into their 
own system. The Flight Packing 
report provides an industry best 
practice approach to managing 
packing instructions in the 
operation.

Multi-lingual Reports
Overcome language barriers 

affecting caterer interpretation 
of your packing reports with 

our out-of-the-box multi-lingual 
report printing capability.

SAVES
TIME
INCREASES
EFFICIENCY

Virtual Containers
Dramatically reduce the 
number of independent Galley 
Load Plans required, by using 
Virtual Containers to control 
stowage variations.

Exchange Rules &
Impact Analysis

Reveal key data necessary 
for cross referencing 

exchange rules and codes 
applied to stowage contents 

via enhanced screens.

Top 5 Focused Parts
Proactively reduce complaints by 
informing Cabin Crew key 
information of the stowage 
locations for the top 5 reported 
missing items onboard.

Automatic Container Creation
Provide fully automated container 
creation and publishing when 
performing a part replacement, heavily 
minimizing the number of manual 
change management steps required.

DCS Weight and Balance 
Integration

Automatically provide the catering 
weight required for weight and balance 

calculations during pre-takeoff activities 
through the full integration with an 

airline’s Departure Control System.

Packing Reports
Increase efficiency in reading, loading, 
and cross checking packing in the field 
with total flexibility on how packing 
data can be presented in a report.

Flight Packing Report 
with QR Code
Modernize the dispatch 
process handled by the 
catering flight dispatch team 
through electronic scanning of 
QR codes incorporated into 
the container labels. 

Multi-lingual Reports
Enable caterers to print 

essential Galley Load Plan 
reports in a familiar language by 
maintaining as many languages 
as required, for key text fields of 

parts and containers.

React to an Aircraft Swap
Adjust Galley Load Plan reports 
according to the newly operating 
aircraft with intelligent flight 
schedule adjustments triggered 
by an aircraft swap and airlines 
flight events.


